NACADA Annual Conference Advisory Board
Minutes for October 5, 2010

Attendance:
Stacy Woycheck                    Kathie Sindt                     Rhonda Baker
Terri Downing                     Bruce Norris                     Charlie Nutt
Jo Anne Huber                     Kevin Piskadlo                   Susan Fread
Dawn Fettig                       Carol Pollard                    Michael “Brody” Broshears

Name of Conference
Confusing to many but agreed to leaving it as Annual knowing most attendees will continue to call it the “National Conference”.

Affordable Networking – How to provide in the future
• The lunches were perfect in Orlando for networking, great addition to the conference... but too expensive to do year after year.
• Possibly have a lunch but lunch tickets would be purchased to help cover cost. Prepaid at time of registration.
• Possibly have speakers for the new advisors at a special breakfast. Add value for new advisors; the breakfast needs to be at the beginning and not on the last day.

Survey Updates:
• Was networking one of your goals for the conference?
• Was adequate networking provided at the Conference?
• What was your goals for the conference?
• Was that goal met?
Assign a sub-committee to put look at this issue, reword these ideas to implement for 2011. Possibly Brody heading up.

Call for Proposals
Two year process, get a subcommittee together now to look at:
How many should we be accepting?
Should all pre-conferences be “invited”? Ramifications of doing this?
Who should be reading for these?
Cost?
For 2011 - ask the Commission Chairs to be readers for PCW, gives them a chance to say “if not PCW, then a Commission Sponsored”. Start with pre-cons, if this works, we can try POs later

Under “Goals” in the Annual Conference Advisory Board Outcomes:
Removed “Provide an opportunity for attendees to regain the momentum of being successful in the advising field”
Added “research” to “Provide an opportunity for members to share the best practices or research of their institutions at the international level”.